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St Luke’s invest in a Replacement
Generator for the ‘Sheffield Hospice`
Redevelopment.

Power Generation... continuous and predicable power availability

Case Study
St Luke’s Hospice
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St Luke’s invest in a Replacement Generator for the
‘Sheffield Hospice` Redevelopment.

St Luke’s has been Sheffield’s hospice since 1971; the organisation
is funded mainly by the commitment and generosity of the people 
of Sheffield. The Hospice has 600 unpaid volunteers who help the
170 staff.

St Luke’s cares for people aged 18 and above who have an
incurable illness. The aim of the hospice is to control patient’s
symptoms, alleviate pain and give the best possible quality of life –
all free of charge.

Client Situation

Previously most of the patients shared a multiple bed ward, with
shared toilets and just two bathrooms for 20 patients, weather it was
spending time with family or receiving treatment there was little
privacy for patients.

As part of a redevelopment programme a new inpatient unit
providing improved nursing care has been created. St Luke’s have
taken this opportunity to invest in a new “essential power” generator
require to support life supporting equipment & services for the new
facility.
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Replacement Generator Set

Workspace Technology’s Power Generation division worked closely
with the hospice project team and electrical contractors to supply,
deliver, install and commission a 350KVA diesel generator set. 

Workspace Technology’s experienced Power Generation team
designed a bespoke solution that was required to meet the
demanding specification. Based on the Workspace Technology’s
WTL350 generator series a 350kVA/280kW Prime rated,
synchronising generator set was designed complete with a stage
3A IVECO C13 TE 2A Diesel Engine, Mecc Alte ECO-38 3LN/4
Alternator combined with Anti condensation heaters. 

Due to the close proximity to the local residents the generator set
was mounted in a custom manufactured bespoke acoustic
enclosure to meet a noise specification of 70dBA@1 metre. The
enclosure was fitted out with internal lighting, emergency lighting
and small power to assist with system servicing. Inlet & out let
Attenuators were also installed with motorise louvers.

Within the enclosure Workspace Technology supplied a 3500litre
bulk fuel tank complete with external fuel point cabinet delivering a
run time of 48 hours at 100% load. 

The WTL350 generator is controlled by a DeepSea 8620 controller
and fitted with a 630A set mounted Motorised Circuit Breaker with
G59/2 CoMap Mains Pro unit for short term synchronisation with 
the mains. 
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Remote Critical Power Monitoring

Workspace Technology’s Power Generation Team Implemented our
Remote Critical Power Monitoring service which enables remote
monitoring of the generator set and fuel system.

Critical Power Monitoring is an essential service for organizations
such a St Luke’s that demand continuous and reliable power
availability. The Critical Power Monitoring Service by Workspace
Technology delivers 24/365 monitoring for St Luke’s helping identify
faults, track system utilization and help avoid the failure of backup
power technology very often which is caused by avoidable issues
for example empty fuel tanks or low battery’s. 

The Remote Critical Power Monitoring utilizes the Deep Sea
Electronics DSEWebNet technology allowing Workspace
Technology to deliver comprehensive service including:

� Full remote control and monitoring in real time

� Monitor & control of single set or multi-set load sharing systems

� Configurable reporting options

� Global positioning and Generator set tracking

� Password protection access levels

� Fuel management

� Ability to view multiple sites from our central service location 

� Enhanced security via GPS tracking.

Workspace Technology’s Remote Critical Power Monitoring ensures
that St Luke’s generator system will start when needed, reducing
on-site visits and delivering peace of mind.
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Turnkey Generator Installation Service

Workspace Technology’s Power Generation division provided a
complete installation service as part of the generator deployment.
This included the decommissioning of the existing generator system
and relocation to an alternative site. Our specialist engineers safely
recovered 45 gallons (200 Litres) of fuel which was “polished” and
recycled back into the old generator for continued use.

As part of the installation Workspace Technology’s Power
Generation team also provided a complete contract crane lift over
an existing (Live) gas meter room and a transformer building with
final positioning on to a concrete plinth.

The complete installation is now under our service contract plan
combined with our Remote Critical Power Monitoring Service.



Approved “Endorser” EU “Code of
Conduct on Data Centre Efficiency”

Workspace Technology’s “Commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment
of energy efficient technology and design”.

APC Elite Partner
Data Centre Certified

Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, Reddicroft Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894 Fax: 0121 354 6447
email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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About Workspace Technology’s
Power Generation Division
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Workspace Technology’s Power Generation Division provides comprehensive mission
critical power services for environments such a military, blue light services, hospitals,
online banking and data centre environments that can accept nothing less than 24/7
power availability. We specialist in the design of critical power solutions and provide a
complete turnkey mission critical installation service including switchgear, power
distribution, generator sets, UPS systems and any associated construction works.

Workspace Technology welcomes this opportunity to connect with you as a valued
customer. We would like to share our vision and expertise through a partnership
approach. Our ability to deliver integrated, scalable, energy efficient solutions has made
us the preferred choice for many public sector and commercial businesses today.

Operating throughout the UK, Workspace Technology offers clients an enthusiastic and
refreshing approach, combined with teamwork that takes performance and service to
new levels of excellence.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s products and services can be found at
www.workspace-technology.com. 

Power Generation Division – 24/7 Turnkey Mission Critical
Power Solutions.


